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Rising yields don’t matter…until they do 
“Investment risk is moving from the weakest to the strongest assets of the post-2008 era, from the value style to growth, 
from large caps to small… In other words, risk is moving to the stocks where investors are still highly exposed, which remain 
fashionable and highly rated.” - Kepler Cheuvreux. 

The past two months have been favourable for our strategy. We often do well when markets are under pressure.  
Almost ten years into the longest bull market in history, we’re quite content having a differentiated performance 
profile. 

Markets have been unsettled of late by the attempted breakout in US Treasury yields above their near 40-year 
downtrend. Equity earnings yields have moved higher in sympathy with bond yields, sending share price prices 
lower. Before the financial crisis, 10-year Treasury yields traded in-sync with nominal GDP growth. This relationship 
broke down with the advent of quantitative easing (QE). Now that this policy is being unwound, the innate pressure 
on yields should be to move higher, closing this unnatural gap.   

Although global growth has slowed this year (the OECD leading indicator has declined for nine consecutive months), 
US growth has remained strong as a consequence of a late-cycle fiscal splurge. In our view, the trend for US bond 
yields is likely to remain higher until such a time as the domestic economy shows signs of slowing below trend. This 
leaves equities discounting a less favourable cocktail of slower global growth, less monetary intervention, higher 
inflation and higher interest rates. 

For a while now we have been largely avoiding the excessive valuations afforded to momentum/growth stocks, as 
well as the majority of fixed income instruments, which have been intentionally inflated beyond reasonable value by 
$15 trillion of QE. Where we have exposed the portfolios is towards less fashionable assets where valuations are less 
of a constraint on future returns.   

As we have covered in previous notes, repositioning early to emphasise value over popularity has been costly in a 
relative sense. A decade of unprecedented monetary stimulus has helped give rise to the strongest period of risk-
adjusted returns for passive investing in over 200 years. $2 trillion in the US alone has migrated from active to 
passive this cycle, where in total, ETF assets have expanded ten-fold to $4 trillion. These dynamics helped 
supercharge momentum trades for the 18-month period preceding their recent climax. The cost of perceived 
invincibility is proving high though. Bitcoin was the first to break at the end of last year (down 68% from its peak), 
followed by the Chinese internet space in January (-40%) and most recently the US technology sector (-20%).   

Consider that in the past year-and-a-half, the market cap of the S&P 500 ballooned by $6 trillion. Half of that was in 
the tech sector and half of that in the five FAANG (Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix and Google/Alphabet) stocks 
alone. So much money chasing so few names is classic late-cycle behaviour and driven more by speculative 
psychology than fundamentals. In October, the FAANG stocks fell into a bear market. As mentioned above, the 
Chinese internet names have already been there for a while. These are all important hallmarks of a shift in the 
investment environment.   

As captured by our opening quote, the outlook for this category of asset looks precarious for the next 12 months or 
so, as capital risks flowing elsewhere. The derating of growth stocks and mean reversion in favour of the value style 
represents a genuinely attractive opportunity in our view. Value has just endured its longest ever period of 
underperformance against what’s in vogue, and is historically cheap. As we all know, fashions change, and this one 
will be no different. Position accordingly. 

Mind the GARP – Growth At a Ridiculous Price 
“What we learn from history is that people don’t learn from history” – Warren Buffett 

During a bull market, one tends to make most money at the beginning when sentiment and prices are depressed, 
and then towards the very end when optimism temporarily outstrips fundamentals. On a risk-adjusted basis, one is 
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clearly best-advised to carry more risk early in the cycle where, more often than not, gains can be retained rather 
than at the end where they are quickly surrendered once animal spirits are disrupted.   

In practice, most investors tend to be risk averse at the beginning of the cycle and exceedingly confident at the end 
(hence their willingness to speculate in the face of already high prices). Even those who observe that risks are 
building often feel unwilling or unable to de-risk their portfolios for fear of missing out on any eleventh-hour gains.   

At this stage of the cycle, we have always placed a great deal of emphasis on assessing valuations in the context of 
history. We do so because in the long-run, valuations are by far and away the most important determinant of future 
returns (even if in the short-run they can prove frustratingly meaningless). We also dedicate a lot of time and 
attention to understanding investor expectations and appreciating where capital is concentrated at any particular 
time. Crudely, when we see a trifecta of extreme valuations, very high expectations and intense capital concentration, 
one wants to be very cautious about jumping on the bandwagon. This is where the US stock market, and its growth 
assets in particular, find themselves today. 

The challenge with periods of excessive valuation is not that they’re difficult to identify (if you care to look beyond a 
simple P/E ratio), but that by definition they can only emerge if the majority of investors are willing to dismiss them.  
We have been here before with growth stocks, both in the mid-70s (Nifty Fifty) and the late 90s (tech bubble). In both 
cases the argument was evidently not whether valuations are important, but when. Similarly, in both cases, being out 
early was ultimately preferable to overstaying one’s welcome. 

Having spent our careers analysing fund managers, what’s patently obvious is that like most things in finance, 
relative performance is cyclical. Sometimes that cycle is driven by skill, but often it is driven by style. We have been 
overt proponents of the value style for a couple of years now, but for the majority of this bull market we were not.  A 
more permanent feature of our investment style is to be conservatively contrarian - that is to say we are typically 
sceptical of new paradigms and consider mean reversion to be a powerful force in markets, even if it takes time to 
unfold. Fundamentally, this is driven by a belief that investors ultimately seek out cheap assets to buy and expensive 
assets to sell.   

Today, the US trades at almost double the price/sales multiple of the rest of the world – a premium ten-times larger 
than its historical norm. Passive-driven, momentum-driven, computer-driven markets have been like kryptonite for 
contrarians of late, as price trends have been more important than price levels. The tech sector in particular has had 
an outsized impact on establishing this premium for US equities relative to the rest of the world, as well as the 
uninspiring performance of many active managers, ourselves included. Evidence is accumulating that its leadership 
is now fracturing. If true, it could herald a dramatic reversal in many of the trends of recent years. 

Don’t fight the Fed 

“We’re a long way from neutral at this point” – Jay Powell, October 3rd 

There is a lot of confusion presently as to why the decline in global equity markets accelerated in October.  As 
mentioned at the outset, the fact that US equities finally gave way as Treasury yields threatened to break out of their 
37-year downtrend is not a coincidence in our view. Furthermore, it is becoming increasingly clear that central 
bankers, most notably Fed chair Jay Powell, are no longer in the business of actively encouraging asset price inflation. 

While equity market performance has historically tended to vacillate with the profit cycle, there have also been times 
when monetary policy dominates. This equity bull market has been influenced more than most by monetary policy 
and is expensively priced on many metrics as a consequence. We consider these valuation gains to be at risk of 
reversing as bond yields rise.  

A year ago, on October 1st, the Federal Reserve started reducing the size of its balance sheet by $10bn per month.  
So far it has declined by 6.5% give or take. As of this quarter, the annualised pace of shrinkage has increased to 
$600bn. In the last 12 months the Fed has also raised short-term interest rates by a total of 1%. With a further hike 
pencilled in for December, the funds rate is expected to hit 2.5% by year-end and perhaps 3.5% by the end of 2019.   

We have written previously of how the combination of higher inflation, rising short-term interest rates, a flat yield 
curve providing no incentive to take duration risk, quantitative tightening (QT) and massive new debt issuance to 
fund trillion-dollar deficits leaves the bond market looking cyclically challenged. Once again, the question has been 
when this would begin to matter for other asset classes. Yields arguably hit a secular low over two years ago in July 
2016, but despite more than doubling have yet to see a major breakout. It would appear we are now at that critical 
juncture. 

Indeed, what was interesting about October is that in spite of the plunge in equity prices, 10-year yields actually 
edged up over the month, not down. In other words, you received very little (if any) diversification benefit from what 
we have all been conditioned to believe is the safety asset in conventional portfolios.  This is important. 
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The classic 60/40 stock/bond portfolio has worked brilliantly for most of the past 18 years. Stocks up; bonds down.  
Stocks down; bonds up. More recently, stock up; bonds up!  It’s essential to realise, however, that the world has not 
always worked out this conveniently. Indeed, from the 1960s to the late 1990s, more often than not it was stocks 
down; bonds down and vice versa. The negative correlation we have enjoyed between these two asset classes this 
century has largely been a consequence of the deflationary price regime.   

We have warned for a couple of years now how this cycle was turning more inflationary, since when President Trump 
has eased fiscal policy at a time when the output gap has closed, and threatened the breakdown of global supply 
chains. If it is indeed the case that our future is more inflationary than the recent past, we should expect the 
equity/bond relationship to evolve less favourably for portfolios wedded to a traditional asset mix. 

October’s performance 

“In investing, we may have a sense for what’s going to happen, but we never know when. Thus, the best we can do is turn 
cautious when the situation becomes precarious.” – Howard Marks 

The asset mix within our multi-manager strategies is non-traditional. Sometimes this works in our favour, other times 
it can act as a headwind. While we have allocations to both equities and bonds (albeit modest), we also hold 
meaningful weightings in a genuinely diversified basket of alternatives. At the present time these are typically 
long/short funds with a defensive bias. 

The last 18 months have been a challenge, in part due to carrying these defensive hedges. We have been positioned 
conservatively for no other reason than at present believing it’s in our clients’ best interests. Trying to call tops in 
markets is remarkably difficult and not what we’re endeavouring to do. What we are responding to is extreme 
optimism combined with elevated valuations in large segments of the market, a reversal of the low interest rate 
policies that exerted most influence in producing them, and gathering risks to the outlook.  

Although we were able to make good relative returns across our equity positions during the month, it was the 
positive returns generated by our alternatives that ensured we were able to preserve capital better than most.   

Outperformance in a lumpy fashion is always welcome when it arrives, particularly in down markets, but shouldn’t be 
the long-term profile of performance our clients expect. We are just operating in an extraordinary environment at 
present. We look forward to a more conventional time. 

Our 2019 outlook will be published later this month. 

Thanks for reading, 

Schroders Multi-Manager Team 
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